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Update from the NZLTC Chair and Technical Manager
Kia ora everyone
As we approach our third week of lockdown our thoughts and best wishes are with you
all as we continue in our efforts to stamp out COVID-19.
We have been working hard to source credible and scientifically based advice on the
significance and impact of COVID-19 on the water sector. The science around COVID-19
is rapidly evolving with a huge worldwide effort to better understand this disease. The
opinions in this newsletter represent the understanding of our contributors at this point
in time. As we learn more, we will need to continually update our collective
understanding.

Prof. Rosina Girones
A webinar which occurred on the 30th March is freely available for you to view:

COVID-19: Significance and impact of the pandemic for the water sector
Duration: 1 hour
Presenters:

Prof Rosina Girones (Dean of the facility of Biology at the University of
Barcelona)

Prof Gertjan Medema (Principal Microbiologist at the Watercycle
Research Institute, Netherlands)

Webinar link here

Prof. Gertjan Medema

The conclusions from the presentations are provided on page 2. We have also included
water and wastewater COVID-19 advice from ESR on pages 3 - 5.
Please look after yourself, your family and friends and our wider community. We will be
in touch when more information becomes available.

Ngā mihi nui
Grant Northcott (NZLTC Chair)
Bronwyn Humphries (NZLTC Technical Manager)
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Prof. Rosina Girones - Conclusions

Prof. Gertjan Medema - Conclusions

1)

Direct droplet transmission is an important
route of transmission, but fecal excretion, environmental contamination, and fomites might
contribute to viral transmission.

Are there health risks to workers? (i.e. of Wastewater
Treatment Plant or Drinking Water Treatment Plant
workers)

2)

Potential fecal-oral transmission might pose an
increased risk in contained living premises such
as hostels, dormitories, trains, buses and cruise
ships.

3)

4)
5)

SARS-CoV-2 has been detected in sewage and
has been described to survive for 14 days in
sewage at 4°C, 2 days at 20°C, however no
fecal oral transmission is described at the present for COVID-19. Aerosol contamination from
fecal wastes of COVID-19 must be controlled,
specially at low temperatures in periods of high
incidence of COVID-19.
SARS-CoV-2 is sensitive to temperatures and
disinfectants.



No epidemiological signal SARS1, SARS2



No case reports SARS1, SARS2



What we detected ≠ infectious virus



Are SARS-CoV-2 shed in stools infectious?
- limited evidence indicates: not very



Survival in wastewater?
- Virus is not robust in wastewater
- Limited evidence SARS1: 2 days 20°C, 2
weeks 4°C
- Limited evidence: not in effluent

Advice: Standard personal protection is safe

Until more data is available, it is expected that
the new coronavirus would be less abundant as
infectious virus in sewage than known enteric
viruses and less stable in currently applied water treatments in WWTP and DWTP. Available
international guidelines for water reuse considering viral pathogens should be efficient for
protecting against SARS-CoV-2.

Website link
Spinoff cartoonist Toby Morris, with help from Dr Siouxsie Wiles
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Water - related COVID-19 virus advice to Canterbury Public Health
Dr Chris Nokes (ESR)
chris.nokes@esr.cri.nz
13 March 2020

Terminology
Strictly speaking the virus is called SARS-CoV-2 and the disease it causes is COVID-19. As COVID-19 is the term being
widely used, in this note I have referred to the “COVID-19
virus” meaning virus causing the disease COVID-19.

Note on this advice
The advice provided below is based heavily on information
available from WHO (published 3 March) [1]. As the results
of further studies become available, the advice may need to
be modified to take account of new scientific evidence.

Laboratory studies of surrogate
coronaviruses in well-controlled
environments have shown that
the virus could remain infectious
in water contaminated with faeces for days to weeks [1]. A
2009 laboratory study [2] found the die-off rate of one human coronavirus to be strongly temperature dependent
(being faster in warmer waters), level of organic matter, and
presence of antagonistic bacteria. The die-off rate in
wastewater was rapid (99.9% reduction in two to four days).

The COVID-19 virus is not expected to be environmentally
robust. A conventional treatment train (particle removal followed by disinfection) should inactivate the virus. Similar
There is little information available about the COVID-19 virus
viruses have been found to be sensitive to chlorine and UV
itself with regard to survival in drinking -water and
disinfection [1]. For effective inactivation by chlorine, an FAC
wastewater. Consequently, much of the guidance WHO prochlorine residual of at least 0.5 mg/L, at a pH <8 and a convides regarding survival of the virus is based on what is
tact time of at least 30 minutes should be maintained in the
known about similar viruses (human surrogate viruses).
distribution system.

Key information from WHO [1]


Frequent and proper hand hygiene is one of the most
important measures that can be used to prevent infection with the COVID-19 virus.



WHO guidance on the safe management of drinkingwater and sanitation services applies to the COVID19 outbreak. Extra measures are not needed. In particular, disinfection will facilitate more rapid die-off of
the COVID-19 virus.



Many co-benefits will be realized by safely managing
water and sanitation services and applying good hygiene practices. Such efforts will prevent many other
infectious diseases.

B) Can infected staff effectively seed the water supply system by being sick at work?
WHO has made no comment that directly answers this question. The following comment identifies possibly relevant information. Endemic human coronaviruses can persist on
inanimate surfaces like metal, glass or plastic for up to 9
days [3]. The possibility of transfer of the virus from a surface into the water supply cannot be ruled out, but given the
factors adversely affecting the organism’s survival (see A
above) the likelihood of such an event making the water
supply unsafe seems low. Presently, there is no evidence to
support this qualitative assessment of the likelihood.
Viruses on surfaces can be efficiently inactivated by surface
disinfection procedures with 62-71% ethanol, 0.5% hydrogen peroxide or 0.1% sodium hypochlorite within 1 minute.

Answers to questions from Community and Public
Health

Regardless of the likelihood of a sick worker introducing the
virus into a water supply, normal best practice should ensure that individuals who feel ill, do not come to work. The
A) Can the virus be transmitted through raw water and treat- worker should absent themselves from work until it is detered water systems? If so, what treatment processes are efmined that they are not infective.
fective against it?
Currently, there is no evidence about the survival of the
COVID-19 virus in drinking-water or sewage.
While persistence in drinking-water is possible, there is no
current evidence from surrogate human coronaviruses that
they are present in surface or groundwater sources or transmitted through contaminated drinking-water. The COVID-19
virus has not yet been detected in drinking-water, and WHO
considers the risk to water supplies is low [1].

C) Does the virus remain viable once passing through the
human body into wastewater?
No information could be found on the likelihood of infection
from consuming the virus. The normal acidic conditions
within the stomach are thought likely to inactivate the virus,
but more research is needed to be certain of this.
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Dr Chris Nokes (ESR) - continued
There is some evidence the COVID-19 virus can lead to intestinal infection and so may be shed in faeces [1]. Faecal
shedding has been demonstrated from some patients, and
viable virus has been identified in a limited number of case
reports [1] (The presence of the virus in faeces mostly likely
arises from infected absorptive cells in the intestines, with
the infection of these cells resulting from the virus being
carried in the blood rather than by the oral route.)

D) What particular risks may this pose for wastewater
operators and maintainers – risk of aerosols etc?
There is no evidence to date that the COVID-19 virus has
been transmitted via sewerage systems, with or without
wastewater treatment [1]. Neither is there evidence from
the SARS (2003) outbreak of those working with sewage
and operating wastewater treatment plants becoming infected (SARS is the result of infection by a virus of similar type
to the COVID-19 virus).
The Occupational Health and Safety Administration of the
US Department of Labor [4] advises that best practices for
protecting the occupational health of workers at wastewater
treatment facilities and collection systems should be followed. These include the use of engineering and administrative controls, safe work practices, and the use of personal
protective equipment (PPE) which would normally be used
by those working with untreated wastewater.
WHO considers aerosolised faecal matter to be a hazard
and recommends taking steps to prevent it entering plumbing and ventilation systems. This suggests that aerosol inhalation could be an infection pathway at wastewater treatment plants and provides a rationale for need for appropriate PPE designed to prevent inhalation of airborne particles.

E) Apart from normal hygiene requirements in the water industry is then any added precautions staff should
be taking (will depend a bit on advice above)?
The Water Environment Federation (WEF) [5] advises that:


water workers should wear appropriate PPE, which
includes protective outerwear, gloves, boots, and
goggles or face shield mask;



wash their hands frequently; and



avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed
hands.

References
[1] https://www.who.int/publications-detail/water-sanitation-hygiene-andwaste-management-for-covid-19
[2] Gundy P M, Gerba CP, Pepper I L. 2009. Food and Environmental Virology 1: 10–14. DOI 10.1007/s12560-008-9001-6
[3] Kampf G, Todt D, Pfaender S, Steinmann E. 2020. Journal of Hospital
Infection 104: 246-251
[4] https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/covid-19/
controlprevention.html#solidwaste
[5[ https://www.wef.org/coronavirus
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Wastewater epidemiology and COVID-19
Dr Brent Gilpin and Dr Joanne Hewitt (ESR)
brent.gilpin@esr.cri.nz
For most of us, everything that goes down our toilets ends up
in wastewater treatment plants. For treatment plant operators the focus is removing contaminants and inactivating
microorganisms. For scientists the sewage is a rich resource
for understanding the health, wellbeing and behaviour of our
communities, and has created the science of wastewater
epidemiology.
Dr Joanne Hewitt (left) ESR Senior Scientist in the

Analysis of the chemicals in sewage has provided insights
Enteric, Environmental and Food Virology/Norovirus
into drug usage in New Zealand [1]. The National
Reference Lab. Dr Brent Gilpin (right) ESR Science
Wastewater Testing Programme, undertaken on behalf of the
Leader in the Environmental Science team.
NZ Police by ESR, provides insights into usage of methamphetamine, ecstasy, cocaine and other illicit drugs. This has The lipid (fatty) bilayer of SARS-CoV-2 is fairly easily disruptshown different patterns of drug usage across the country,
ed, and the other organisms in sewage will degrade this orand changes in the levels of drugs used.
ganism. Current sewage treatment processes which inactiESR has also been testing wastewater for viruses for many vate or remove other viruses will almost certainly also remove SARS-CoV-2. There are lots of pathogenic organisms
years. In work published in The Lancet in 2005 [2], Sue
Huang, Joanne Hewitt and colleagues tested sewage for the and toxic chemicals in sewage. SARS-CoV-2 doesn’t materialattenuated poliovirus vaccine strain, showing that this could ly add to that risk. Sewage treatment plant operators and
be detected in sewage. Joanne Hewitt’s Environmental Virol- sewage testers who follow their normal precautions will have
ogy laboratory at ESR has implemented methods for detect- nothing to fear from SARS-CoV-2 in sewage.
ing adenoviruses, noroviruses and enteroviruses in sewage
to better understand the effectiveness of wastewater treat- Wastewater epidemiologists, however, have plenty to get
excited about. While detecting SARS-CoV-2 in sewage right
ment processes.
now would only confirm what we already know – that we
With the emergence of COVID-19, there has been considera- have a COVID-19 problem in NZ - the real insights from the
ble interest in testing sewage for the SARS-coronavirus-2
application of wastewater epidemiology to COVID-19 will
(SARS-CoV-2). Researchers in the Netherlands have report- come in the weeks, months and even years ahead. There is
ed detecting SARS-CoV-2 in sewage [3], while research
potential to track changes in the levels of community carteams in the USA, Australia, Denmark and elsewhere are all
establishing programmes to test sewage for this virus. The riage of SARS-CoV-2. If an area is thought to be free of
COVID-19, the detection of SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater in that
method for testing is by looking for specific pieces of the
area might support the implementation of additional testing
viruses genetic code, so detecting it in sewage doesn’t
and control measures. We may be able to even look at the
mean it is infective.
different strains or types of SARS-CoV-2, thereby linking deBut unlike poliovirus, norovirus and other viruses which are tection of the virus in sewage to known clusters of cases.
transmitted via the faecal-oral routes, SARS-CoV-2 is a res- This is a developing science and there is a lot we need to
piratory virus which primarily infects the lung tissue. Trans- learn about SARS-CoV-2 in sewage. How frequently is it exmission appears to occur mainly via droplets from the rescreted in faeces? What levels of the virus are there in faepiratory track, rather than contaminated faeces. SARS-CoV- ces? How long will the viral RNA survive in sewage, and how
2 will however end up in the gut of patients when they swal- do the other components of sewage affect that? Will industrilow their snot, where, in healthy individuals, it is likely that
al or other input mask the signal in some sewer systems?
the acidic conditions of the digestive track will inactivate the And, of course, this won’t detect anyone who only uses a
virus but more research is needed to be certain of this.
septic tank. In conjunction with testing, tracing, isolation and
While the SARS-coronavirus-2 has not been detected in
urine, it has been detected in the faeces of a number of
patients [4], including an asymptomatic child [5]. Chinese
scientists were also able to grow SARS-CoV-2 from two patients suggesting it was still infective in at least some patients [6]. The condition of these patients wasn’t described,
but it may be that, in very sick patients, SAR-CoV-2 is able to
infect other cells in the body and successfully traverse the
digestive system.
The detection of SARS-CoV-2 in sewage by the Dutch researchers demonstrates that the RNA at least is able to be
detected in sewage. Based on previous studies of other

widespread hand and face hygiene, wastewater epidemiology could provide a valuable tool in the war against COVID-19.
Wastewater epidemiology could also help with preparing us
for the early detection of the next virus to emerge and challenge the human race.
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Useful website links for COVID-19 information
New Zealand Ministry of Health Link
World Health Organisation Link
Water Environment Federation Link
Water NZ Link

Website link
Spinoff cartoonist Toby Morris, with help from Dr Siouxsie Wiles

If you would like to sign up for
our quarterly newsletters or to
become a member of the NZLTC
please email:

NZLTC Contacts
NZLTC Technical Manager
Bronwyn Humphries
bronwyn.humphries@esr.cri.nz
nzltc@esr.cri.nz
NZLTC Finance and Administration Management
Robyn Chapple
robyn@lei.co.nz

bronwyn.humphries@esr.cri.nz
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